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Abstract. Using the NEA photocathode activation and evaluation
experiment system, the varied doping GaN photocathode has been
activated and evaluated. According to the diffusion and orientation drifting
equation, the quantum yield formula of reflection mode varied doping
NEA GaN photocathode was gotten. The factors affecting the quantum
efficiency of varied doping GaN photocathode were studied. For the varied
doping GaN photocathode, the quantum efficiency is mainly decided by
the escape probability of electron P, he absorption coefficient D, the
electron diffuse length LD, the reflectance of cathode materials for incident
light R, emission layer thickness Te and the inside electric field E .The
experiment and analysis results show: With the directional inside electric
field in the bulk, the varied doping NEA GaN photocathode has better
photoemission performance than uniform doping photocathode.

1. Introduction
With high quantum efficiency, low dark current, concentrated electrons energy
distribution etc. characteristics, negative electron affinity (NEA) GaN photocathode has
been expected to be an important ultraviolet (UV) photocathode. Princeton University has
studied the negative electron affinity characteristic and the electron emission at cesiated
GaN surfaces[1]. Northwest University studied the fabrication and low light level
applications of GaN photocathode [2,3]. University of California studied the development of
GaN photocathode for imaging detectors [4,5].Stanford University has done much work in
such aspects as preparation of NEA GaN photocathode and surface mechanism in recent
years[6,7].
The quantum yield is an important parameter for the preparation and evaluation of NEA
GaN photocathode. How to improve the quantum yield of GaN photocathode further is still
an important study hot focus. With the directional inside electric field in the bulk, the higher
quantum efficiency can be obtained for the varied doping GaN photocathode.
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2. Equation of Quantum Yield for Varied Doping NEA GaN
Photocathode
For the varied doping NEA GaN photocathode, considering the inside electric field E
within the material, The diffusion and orientation drifting equation can be expressed as
equation (1) [8]:
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Where n1 ( x ) is the electron concentration in the emission layer of photocathode, and
x is the distance from some point in the photocathode emission layer to the surface. Dn is
the electron diffuse coefficient,  is the electron mobility, LD is the electron diffuse length,
1 is the lifetime of minority carrier in the emission layer, Te is the photocathode emission
layer thickness. Where g1 ( x ) is the generation function of photoelectron, and it’s
expression can be expressed as below:
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Where I0 is the intensity of incident light,

the incident light, R is the photocathode reflectivity to the incident light. The border
condition is:
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Where Sv is the back interface velocity, From solving the above formulas, The
expression of quantum efficiency for reflect-mode varied doping NEA GaN photocathode
can be gotten [8]:
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For the uniform doping photocathode, the inside electric field
(4) can be changed as below[9]:

2

E is zero, then equation
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If SV=0 and Te=, the equation (5) can be simplified:

Y (hv)
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(6)

3. Factors Affecting the Quantum Yield
The main source of NEA photocathode photoemission is the escape of thermalization
electron[10]. From equation (4),the factors affecting the quantum yield for varied doping
NEA GaN photocathode includes the electron diffuse length LD, the escape probability of
electron P, the photocathode absorption coefficient to the incident light D , the reflectance
of cathode materials for incident light R etc.. In addition, factors affecting the quantum
yield for transmission-mode photocathode are also the thickness of photocathode emission
layer Te and the back interface velocity Sv etc. [11].
(1) escape probability of electron P
When the bulk optoelectrons pass across the band bending area and reach to the cathode
surface, they can only at a certain probability tunneling surface barrier and escape from the
surface, the tunneling probability is the escape probability of electron P. P is also known as
transmission coefficient tunnelling a certain shape surface barrier for different energy
electron. The value of P is related with the energy of the electron transported to cathode
surface and the shape of surface barrier after activation. P is one of the important
parameters when measuring GaN photocathode preparation level. The quantum yield theory
formula shows that the NEA GaN photocathode quantum yield is increased with the value
of P.
(2) absorption coefficient DǄ
The relationship between the absorption coefficient D of GaN and photon energy is
shown in Figure 1[12].Within the scope of GaN threshold 3.4 eV to 5 eV, the absorption
coefficient increases with decrease of the incident wavelength. For reflection mode NEA
GaN photocathode, we expect D as big as possible. The absorption coefficient D is bigger,
the number of the absorption photon near the surface is greater, the photoelectron number
close to the surface is more, the quantum yield of cathode is the greater.
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Fig.1 The relationship between the absorption coefficient D of GaN and photon energy

(3) electron diffuse length LD
For NEA GaN photocathode, the greater the electron diffusion length LD, the more easy
the photoelectrons from the bulk in its life period are transported to the cathode surface.
And the number of photoelectron to the cathode surface is increase, resulting in higher
quantum efficiency.
(4) reflectance of cathode materials for incident light R
The photoemission of photocathode belongs to the external photoemission. The direct
cause of the photoemission is the incident light. The intensity of the light directly affect the
photocurrent, and then affect the final quantum efficiency. So the reflectance of cathode
materials for incident light R is also the important factor influencing the quantum
efficiency.
(5) emission layer thickness Te
To reflection mode, the cathode is thicker, the photoemission is better, as long as the
length of the photon absorption is smaller enough than the electronic absorption length, the
photoelectrons can escape.
(6) inside electric field E
For the varied doping NEA photocathode , the photoelectrons produced in bulk can be
speeded by the inside electric field E[13,14]. For the exponential-doping GaN photocathode,
the inside electric field E can be gotten as equation (7) [9]:

E ( x)



dV ( x)
dx
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q

(7)

Where k0 is the boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, A is
exponential-doping coefficient, and q is the basic charge constant. The inside electric field
E is related to the varied doping NEA photocathode construction.

4. Evaluation of the Varied Doping NEA GaN Photocathode
The p-type varied doping GaN sample is doped with Mg, the active layer thickness is
about 180 nm. The doping concentration of active layer is respectively about 1.0×1018 cm-3 ,
4.0×1017cm-3, 2.0×1017 cm-3 and 6.0×1016 cm-3 from bulk to surface. The sample was
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activated in the NEA photocathode activation and evaluation experiment system. The
quantum efficiency was tested on line after activation. The quantum efficiency curve is
shown in Fig.2[15].
At the GaN threshold 3.4 eV, the quantum efficiency curve increase rapidly. In the
measurement scope the quantum efficiency reachs the maximum value 56ˁ at 5.17eV.

Fig.2 The quantum efficiency curver of the varied doping NEA GaN photocathode

5. Conclusion
Because of many virtues, negative electron affinity GaN photocathode is better kind of
photocathode. According to the theory of NEA GaN photocathode photoemission, the
quantum yield question of the varied doping NEA GaN photocathode was studied. The
quantum yield formulas of varied doping NEA GaN photocathode under reflection-mode
was given. Using the NEA photocathode activation and evaluation experiment system, the
quantum yield curves of the varied doping reflection mode NEA GaN photocathodes were
gotten. The results shows: The quantum efficiency for varied doping NEA GaN
photocathode at present has already been up to 56ˁ at 5.17eV under reflection mode.
The influences of performance parameters on the quantum yield were analyzed. The escape
probability of electron P, he absorption coefficient D, the electron diffuse length LD, the
reflectance of cathode materials for incident light R, emission layer thickness Te and the
inside electric field E are the main factors affecting the quantum yield of the varied doping
NEA GaN photocathode.
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